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Executive Summary

A review of current and possible future remote sensing needs in the Institute of Hydrology
is given. The report begins by outlining past difficulties in using remote sensing for
hydrological applications. This is followed by a description of current operational remote
sensing systems, including instrument 'profiles' in an appendix, and a review of remote
sensing applications for hydrological purposes with an extensive list of references. Finally,
the results of the review of IH remote sensing needs are given, with individual needs
outlined within an appendix. The report concludes with suggestions of future research and
operational applications for the Remote Sensing Section.
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BACKGROUND

For some time now, the Remote Sensing Section at the Institute of Hydrology (IH) has beenattempting to demonstrate to other sections within IH the value of remote sensing tohydrology. This has been done by communication between individuals, andthe productionand distribution of documentation outlining the expertise and facilities available within thesection, and the type of work carried out. These attempts have met with a limited success.

Although much of the section's work is basic research, it is felt within the section that moreapplied work could be done in support of other projects within IH. To do this, it is necessaryto improve the awareness of the usefulness of Remote Sensing in Hydrology within Ili Oneway of achieving this is to prepare a review of remote sensing activities within IH. Thiswould be done in consultation with other IH sections in an attempt to:-

Show how remote sensing can contribute to the particular section's work.

Identify areas of IH where remote sensing already successfully contributes.

Advise on the use of the final remote sensing product.

Identify areas of IH where remote sensing can contribute but does notat the momentdo so.

Advise on integrating remotely sensed data with other spatial data setswithin IH.

This report outlines the finding of this review. It begins by outlining some of the problemsof applying remote sensing to hydrological problems. This is thllowei by details of currentsatellite and aircraft remote sensing systems, a summary of what remote sensingcan achieve,and a description of the facilities within IH for remote sensing. Finally past, present, andpossible future use of remote sensing within IH, following discussion with other sections, isdescribed.
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INTRODUCTION

Remotely-sensed images have been used for many years to help solve a numberof scientific
and environmental problems, though their use by the hydrologic community has been much
less than, for example, the meteorological and oceanographic community. There are a
number of reasons for this:-

Earlier satellite-sensors were not designed specifically for hydrological applications.
As a result, the temporal, spatial and/or spectral resolution that could be achieved
were not suitable. However, the use of high spatial resolution sensors covering a
range of frequencies on board such satellites as Landsat, SPOT, and ERS-1, and on
airborne platforms have partly overcome these problems.

The cost of acquiring and analysing remotely sensed images is often prohibitive,
particularly when this information can be obtained more quickly and cheaply by
digitising existing maps. However, such maps can only give a limited amount of
information, and are often out of date. Current information on a number of
hydrologically relevant parameters e.g. detailed land use, soil moisture and
temperature, can only be obtained by analysing remotely sensed images. The use of
remote sensing becomes increasingly attractive when maps are unavailable and as the
area of interest becomes larger.

Cloud cover is a problem when information is required on the temporal variations of
hydrological parameters. The use of microwave sensors, such as on board ERS-1,
will go a long way towards alleviating this problem.

Remotely sensed images do not generally directly measure the required hydrological
parameters, and it is often necessary to conduct ground surveys, ideallyat the same
time as image acquisition, to provide calibration or 'ground truth' data.

Because of these various problems, there has been some degree of uncertainty or mistrust
regarding exactly what remote sensing can offer the hydrological community. For example,
when a land cover classification is done, it is often used for illustrative purposes only, and
no use is made of the raster file that creates the hard copy output. This can, in part, be
attributed to problems of integrating classifications based on remotely sensed imagery with
other conventional spatial data sets and point values. Improved communicationlinks between
computer processors and the increasing use of Geographic Information Systems will,
hopefully, overcome this.

In spite of these problems, data obtained from analysing remotely sensed imagety are
increasingly being recognised as being useful to help solve hydrological problems. A number
of recent reviews have been published of the potential role of remote sensing in hydrology
(see, for example, Kuittinen, 1992; Engman and Gurney, 1991; Schultz and Barrett, 1989;
Herschy et al., 1988).

The calibrated remotely sensed data can be used singly or combined with other data sets.
They can be used directly as hydrological parameters or to extrapolate results from small plot
experiments to the area of interest In this lafter respect, UI is ideally suited, having many
years experience of studying various small scale processes and, more recently, of
manipulating spatial data sets, including those obtained from remotely sensed images.
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CURRENT (OPERATIONAL) SENSOR/PLATFORM SYSTEMS

Remote Sensing involves the collection and interpretation of emitted and reflected radiation
from a body; this radiation may cover different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. Also,
this information is collected without physical contact with the body.

The first characteristic of remote sensing suggests that a number of sensors coveringdifferent
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, may be employed, and that the radiation measured by
these sensors may be emitted from the body of interest, as for gamma rays, or reflected from
a natural e.g. the sun, or unnatural source, as is the case of radar systems. The second
characteristic suggests that a number of sensor platforms may be employed, dependingon the
spatial and/or temporal resolution required for the particular application.

This chapter briefly outlines what sensor/platform combinations suitable for hydrological
applications are currently operational, whilst the following chapter describes what
hydrological applications axe possible. In both bases, a more detailed review is given in a
recent report to the National Rivers Authority (Briggs a al, 1991) and in other various
publications (e.g. Curran, 1985; Drury, 1987; Blyth, 1981).

Sensors

There are six commonly-used types of sensors. 'Mese provide or measure:-

Aerial photographs
Multispectral images
Thermal radiation
Microwave radiation
Gamma radiation
Laser images

These measure radiation in specific parts of the electromagnetic spectrum as indicated in
Figure 1. Of these, the first four are used routinely at IH.

Aerial photographs
Aerial photographyhas been used for a long time in environmentalmanagement. Initially,
these concentratedon the visible portionof the electromagneticspectrum, butadvances in
photography and films allow near-infraredand thermal images to become available. A
significantproportionof IFI'sremotesensing capabilityrevolves aroundaerialphotography.

Multispectral scanners
These measure spectral reflectances in a numberof narrow wavebands. They generally
provide the informationin digital form, facilitatingthe use of rapidand sophisticateddata
analysis andclassificationtechniques. A list of multispectralimagts used ona routinebasis
at 111is given in Appendix 1. These provide the largest proportionof III's currentremote
sensing capability.

Thermal sensors
These measureemittedandreflectedthermalenergyfrom the earth'ssurface, andare mainly
used to measurevariationsin temperature. This, in turn, can be used to infervariationsin
evapotranspiration,or the detectionof groundwaterseepage zones.

3
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Microwave sensors
These measure the dielectric properties of the Earth's surface which is strongly dependent on
the moisture content. Analysis of microwave images can provide information on the areal
extent of standing water, various properties of snow, and on the distribution of near-surface
soil moisture. One important aspect of microwaves is that they can penetrate cloud cover,
unlike visible and infrared radiation. Microwave systems may be passive, relyingon reflected
energy, or active, combining a source of energy and a sensor.

Gamma radiation
Gamma radiation originating from naturally-occurring radioisotopes in the soilare attenuated
by soil water or snow lying on the earth's surface. Analysis of multi-temporal images will
thus give information about changes in soil moisture distribution and snow extent. The
technique is expensive as it can only be used by low flying aircraft, and needs careful
calibration. It is not currently used at IH.

Lasers
These are used on aircraft systems, and involve measuring the reflected energyfrom a narrow
beam of coherent visible or near infrared light using a photomultiplier tube. Although such
systems have a number of hydrological applications, they are expensive to operate, and have. _
not been used at IH.

Table 1 shows what hydrologically-relevant variables may be measured using the various
sensor systems. The information given in this Table is only intended to give a general
impression;possibilitiesmayvary according to individual applications.

(ii) Platforms

Thevarioustypesof sensorsmaybe mountedonavarietyof platformsrangingfromground-
basedsystemson stationarytripodsormobilevehicles,throughaircraftto satellites.Ground
basedsystems are often used in sensordevelopmentprior to deploymentin aircraftor
satellites. The latterareoperationalandrecordimagesof a particularlocationat fixedtime
intervals.Aircraftsurveysarecarriedoutas andwhenrequired.

The typeof sensorplatformthatis appropriateto a particularapplicationdependson the
spatialresolutionrequired,thesizeof theareaof interest,thefrequencyof imageacquisition,
andcost. Forstudyingverysmallarease.g. lysimeter-sizedplots, it maybeappropriateto
use a ground-basedsystem,to recordcontinuousimagesof one areausingatripodsystem,
or to sampleseveral small areas using a mobile system. For smallcatchmentareas,up to
about10sq Ian,particularlyif it is of a heterogeneousnature,anairbornesystemwouldbe
mostappropriate.Thisis alsothecasewhenstudyingsmallarease.g. the riparianvegetation
withina catchmentarea. Usingan airbornesystem,a groundresolutionof downto about
2 m maybe achieved. When studyinglargeareas,satelliteimageryis themostappropriate.
Evenhere, a wide choiceof spatialandtemporalresolutionis available,rangingfrom the
SPOTsatellitewitha spatialresolutionof 20 m anda repeatcycle of 26 daystotheMeteosat
satellitewitha groundresolutionof 2.5 kmand5 km,respectivelyforthevisibleandinfrared
bands,-anda repeatcycleof 30 mins. Inevitably,the choiceof satelliteimagerytote used
is acompromisewiththetemporalresolutionbeingreducedasthespatialresolutionincreases.
Figure2 showsthe spatialandtemporalresolutionsof commonly-usedsatellitesensors.

Thecostof purchasingremotelysensedimageryvariesenormously.At 111,thehardwareand
softwarerequiredto receiveandprocessMeteosatimageshasbeenpurchased,so imagesfor
thissatellitearereceivedin realtimefreeof charge. Thisis almosttrueof AVHRRimages
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of Western Europe from the NOAA satellite. These are recorded by a receiver in the
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, University of Dundee who, being a
NERC satellite station, make these images available in near real time to other NERC
establishments at a token price to be determined. On the other hand, at the time of writing,
a recent full scene Landsat image, covering an area of 185 km by 185 km in seven bands,
will cost about £2,900. Less recent images, approximately four years old, are put into a
'cheap' archive, from which they may be purchased as cheaply as £500, provided they are
used for research purposes only. Of particular good value if multi-temporal scenes of an area
are required to study, for example, land use change, are the Landsat MSS (80 m ground
resolution) images; these may be purchased for 500 US$ each.
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REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONSRELEVANTTO HYDROLOGY

This chapterconcentrateson the techniquesavailablefor determininghydrologicallyrelevant
variablesfrom remotelysensedimages. The descriptionsare summariesofthosegivenin a
recent report to the NationalRivers Authority(Briggs a al., 1991). Thetechniquesare
restricted to those that can be done routinely at IH, in some cases followingsome
developmenttime.

(I) Rainfall

Muchwork has been and continuesto be done on estimatingthe arealdistributionof rainfall
using remotelysensed images. This includesthe use of ground-basedradar, thoughthis is
beyondthe scopeof thisparticularreport. Detaileddescriptionsof the use ofground-based
radar for rainfallestimationare given in a seriesof papers in a BritishHydrologicalSociety
publication(BHS, 1989).

Satellite-based techniques for estimating precipitation rates rely on images in the
visible/infraredand the microwaveregionsof the electromagneticspectrum. In particular,
visible and infrared imageshave been used for a number of years to suchan extent that
geostationarysatellites such as METEOSATand GOES are being used operationallyfor
weatherforecasting.

Techniquesto estimaterainfallrates fromvisible/infraredimagerycanbroadlybedividedinto
two typesdependingon the particularapplication. The two techniquesare:-

Cloudcharacteristicstechniques
Life history methods

though as developmenthas progressed,the differencesbetween the techniqueshas become
less distinct.

The estimationof rainfallby the identificationof cloud characteristics(see pages43-64 of
BarrettandMartin, 1981)wasthe first techniqueto be developed,andis basedon developing
regressionsof rainfall totals against such remotely-sensedvariables as cloudbrightness,
temperatureof the cloudtops, and stageof developmentof clouds (O'Sullivazet at, 1990).
Initially,the techniquesutilizedeither the visibleor infrared regionsof the electromagnetic
spectrum,though manycurrent proceduresutilizeboth regions. The methodsare the least
dependenton sophisticatedsoftware and hardwaresystems. However, theyinvolvesome
degreeof subjectiveinterpretation,andtheresultingrainfallestimatesare notavailablein real
time. They are mainlyused to providelong-term(> 1 day) estimatesof rainfallover large
areas. A detailedreview is given in D'Souza(1988).

Cloudindexingmethods,utilizingthe visiblebands,were first investigatedinthe late 1960s
(Barrett, 1970). Basically,the area of interest is divided into a numberof gridsquaresor
cells. Remotely-sensedimagesare usedto identifythe typesof cloudsand percentageareas
withineachcell. Look-uptablesgives probabilitiesof rainfall and intensitiesof rainfallfor
eachcloudtype. Rainfallfor a givenperiodover a grid square is givenby thesam of cloud
area times the values in the look-uptablesfor eachcloud type. Suchtechniqueshave been
used successfullyin support of desert locust control (Barrett, 1977), for water resource
evaluation(Barrett, 1979),and for crop yield monitoringand harvestprediction(Moses&.
Barrett, 1986).
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Cloud top temperatures, measuredusing satellitethermalinfrared images, can also be used

to estimate precipitation rates (Lethbridge, 1967). The approach adopted is to define

temperature thresholds at which rainfall at different intensitiesoccurs. The techniquewas

found to be reliablefor large areas (> 150km sq)over longperiods (> 1 day)(Richardsand

Arkin, 1981), and forms the basis of the derivationof a Global PrecipitationIndex from
geostationarymeteorologicalsatellites.

Both of the above techniqueshave limitations. For the cloudindexingmethod, it has been

found that cloudswith similar appearancesdo notalwaysprecipitateequally,whilstthe same

could be said of clouds with similar top temperatures. This lead to the developmentof

techniques using both visible and infrared imagery. Basedon a no rain, light rain, and

moderate/heavy rain differentiation, it was found that an overall error rate of 35% was

obtained using both visible and infrared over Southernand Eastern parts of the USA

(O'Sullivana al., 1990). Whenusingvisibleor infraredimagesonly, the overallerror rates

were 39% and 42%, respectively.

Examples of UK procedures for rainfall estimationusing cloud characteristics include

PERMIT (Polar-orbiterEffectiveRainfallMonitoringIntegrativeTechnique)(Barrettet al.,

1987),ADMIT(AutomaticDroughtMonitoringIntegrativeTechnique)(Barretta al., 1987),

and TAMSAT (Milford and Dugdale, 1987). Brief descriptionsof the three methodsare

given in D'Souza, 1988and a comparisonof the resultsobtainedoveran areaof westAfrica

given in Snijders, 1991.

Life-historymethods (see pages65-81of Barrettand Martin,1981)are basedon the premise

that most precipitationoriginates from convectivecloudswhich can be distinguishedfrom
other typesof cloudsusing satelliteimagery. The cloudsaredeterminedusingvisthleand/or

infrared images, and their developmentover time monitoredusing sequentialimages. To do

this, the interval betweenconsecutiveimagesmust be shortcomparedwith the lifetimesof

precipitatingclouds. The rainfallpatternsobservedmaybeused for short-termapplications

such as flood warning.

Barrett and Martin (1981), in their reviewof lifehistorymethods,highlightedthree different

schemes. The first, and simplest,was developedby Stout,Martin andSikdar, 1979. Visible

and infraredimageswere used to identifyareasof cumulonimbuscloudandtheirdevelopment

monitored over successive 30 min images. A linear regressionwas developedbetween

rainfall rate and the extentand changein cloudcover, theregressionconstantsbeingobtained

using rainfall rates derived by groundradar. The estimatederror in rainfallrate for each30

min period was 60-75%. Althoughsimpleto operate, thesystem has only beenused in one

location and considersprecipitationonly from cumulonimbusclouds.

Griffith a a/ (1978) describe a similar, but more complicated,techniqueto the above, the

difference being in the conversionof cloudcover to rainfall. In this case, considerationis

givento the cloudgrowthtrend(i.e. growingor dissipating)and to the cloudtoptemperature.

The technique has been widely used and several modificationsto the original system

implemented. In an applicationover the easternAtlanticOcean, ninepossiblevaluesof the

growth trend factor and three cloud top temperaturethresholdsare considered(Woodleya

rd., 1980).

Scofield and Oliver (1977) have developed a rainfallestimation technique for use in

monitoring storm rainfall. Basically, the system worksby considerationof a numberof

criteria, significantrainfall is predictedif the followingapply:-

The cloud is convective.



The cloud is cold.
The existence of towers in the coldest part of the cloud.

If all the above apply, rainfall rates are estimated according to whether the cloudis growing,
and whether there are overshooting tops, merging thunderstorms, and merging cloud lines.
The system has been used in different regions of the world with some degreeof success.

(ii) Snow

The mapping of snow extent from satellite images has been shown to be feasibleto the extent
that it is one of the few hydrological parameters which is measured by satellites on an
operational basis. This is particularly so for those areas of the world (e.g. the Rocky
mountains, the Himalayas, and Scandinavia) which experience substantial precipitation in the
form of snow, and where over 50% of annual catchment runoff originates frommelting snow
(Bergstrom, 1975). In these areas, an assessment of the extent, depth, water equivalent, and
onset and rate of melting, is crucial for flood alleviation, water resource evaluation, and
hydroelectric power schemes. In the UK, where snow constitutes a much lower percentage
of precipitation, routine monitoring using satellite imagery is not done, thoughstudies in mid-
Wales (Collin and Carlisle, 1989) and in northern England (Archer, 1981)illustrate that
problems related to snowmelt occasionally occur in some parts of Britain.

As for all -hydrological applications, there is at present no satellite/sensor combination
dedicated to monitoring the extent of snow cover and its quality. In most situations, the best
solution is to use a number of the possible satellite/sensor combinations. For example, the
transient nature of snow cover ,in the UK means that the areas affected need surveying at
frequent intervals. Unfortunately, the satellites that produce these frequent images are
associated with very coarse resolutions, and it is useful also to useless frequent images from
satellite/sensor combinations that give a finer ground resolution. This is particularly so for
monitoring lying snow in the UK, where the areas affected are likely to occur in relatively
small upland catchments with large variations in topography and patchy snowcover. The
problem is exacerbated by cloud cover, when the visible and infrared imagescannot be used
and reliance has to be made on microwave imagery.

The most widely used images for snow monitoring are the visilsle and infraredbands on the
Landsat (Baumgartner a al., 1986) and NOAA satellites (Collin and Carlisle, 1989). The
Advanced Very High Resolution radiometer (AVHRR) onboard the NOAA seriesof satellites,
providing 4 images a day in 4/5 channels at a ground resolution of 1.1 km at nadir (Lauriston
a al., 1979) is particularly suited for snow mapping in large areas, > 1003sq km (Rango
and Martinec, 1986). Such images form the basis of an operational snow monitoringpackage
for the UK (Lucas and Harrison, 1989). Using such images, algorithms havebeen written
to discriminate between clouds and snow, to map the spatial distribution of snow, to identify
snow obscured by forest canopies, and to partition the snowpack into zonesof complete or
partial snow cover. Also, it is possible to differentiate between areas of snowmelt and
arnimnlation (Lucas and Harrison, 1989).

For smaller areas, or where snow cover is highly variable, it is more appropriate to use
images from the I influx series of satellites. The latest satellites produce images every 16
days in 7 wavebands with a ground resolution of 28.5 in. Unfortunately, the use of these
images for this particular application is limited by their infrequent availability. As an
alternative, aerial photographs may be obtained when conditions allow, and the snowline
simply overlaid onto a base map.
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For satellite imagery, snow covered areas can be easily identified in the visible bands,
preferably the red, 0.6-0.7 um, band. Partitioning the snow pack into zones of complete or
partial cover is done using a Normalized Snow Cover Index. This is basically the difference
betweenreflectance values in the near infrared and red bands, and provides a measure of the
quantity of photosynthetically active radiation absorbed by vegetation canopies. Areas of
snowmelt and accumulation can be defined using atmospherically corrected thermal infrared
imagery and through multitemporal comparison of imagery. Very little information may be
obtained about quality aspects of snow in the visible and infrared bands. Areas of cloud
cover may be separated from snow covered areas. For AVI-IRRimages, this is done using
brightness temperatures as given by the thermal bands, whereas for Landsat images, one of
the near-infrared bands is used.

If the area of interest is affected by persistent cloud cover then, in theory, night time images
in the visible bands can be used, provided that the moon is sufficiently bright (Foster, 1983).
However, this is limited to a small number of satellites having sufficient light sensitivity in
the visible wavelengths.

(iii) Soil Moisture

All the available remote sensing wavebands can provide information of value to the
interpretation of soil moisture variability, but it is essentialthat the physical basis behind the
use of each waveband is understood to enable their advantages and limitations to be carefully
matched to their application.

Visible/near infrared wavelengths are most suitable for studying the effect of soil moisture
variability on both natural and cultivated vegetation, but under limited situations the
reflectivity of bare soil can highlight soil moisture anomalies such as waterlogging or
irrigation. Idso a at, (1975) established a bare soil albedo/soil moisture relationship to
calculate evaporative losses from bare fields based on the finding thatwet soil albedo is
roughly half that of the same dry soil. HoweverEvans (1979) in his study of Fenland soils,
found that the effect of changing soil type and roughness, coupled with rapid drying of the
thin surface crust (Hoffer and lohannsen, 1969) limited the application of aerial bare earth
studies to local qualitative comparisons. Handley (1980) repons on the use of aerial
photography thr identifying derelict and despoiled land in Maseyside, one measure of the
environmental stress being poor drainage.

Vegetation reflectance provides a much more practical indication of soil moisture as it
responds to water availability within the whole of the root zone rather than a vezythin surface
layer as in the case of bare soil. For perennial and natural vegetation, water availability often
detennines the distribution of vegetation species (Harris a at, 1991) whilst for most free
crops a marked change in reflectance results from stressing due to water shortage or
waterlogging.

Considerable interest has been shown in the use of visible/near infrared remote sensing for
irrigation monitoring and scheduling. Werner (1971) comparedan irrigated and non-irrigated
green crop over a full growing season and found that the red reflectance was most closely
correlated with soil moisture. Richardson and Everitt (1987) compared irrigamd and non-
irrigated grass and found that water stress was first detected as a lowering of near infrared
reflectance as leaf turgor reduced, followed by an increase in red reflectance as leaf
chlorophyll was lost. Collier (1989) carried out similar measurements on cotton,whilst
Danson a at, (1990) studied sugar beet in Suffolk. Vegetation indices based ontheratio of
red/near infrared reflectance (Steven a aL, 1990) are frequentlyused to express aop vigour
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and may provide an indication of soil moisture availability. In many cases, visual
interpretation of aerial photographs will enable the separation of an irrigated andnon-irrigated
crop, but for more extensive studies Landsat data has been successfully used to estimate
irrigation area (Heller and Johnson, 1979, Kolm and Case, 1984) whilst Sharma and
Bhargava (1988) identified areas of soil salinity and waterlogging which were caused by
excessive irrigation. Thompson and Wehmanen (1979) also used Landsat datato produce a
moisture stress index for wheat during drought conditions in the USA.

When applying these techniques, care must be taken with interpretation of green crops as
other factors such as fertilizer application (Blakeman, 1990) can produce changes in leaf
reflectance similar to the effect of irrigation. Also, unless a complete canopy cover exists,
reflectance from underlying soil will have a major effect on the overall signal. High
resolution imagery which enables the effects of plants and soil to be separated is therefore
likely to be most successful. The combination of increased soil moisture plus nutrient can
produce marked vegetation flushes which enable drainage paths from farm slurrypits, sewage
works etc. to be readily traced using aerial photography.

For heathland and wetland situations, the most important control over species distribution
appears to be the depth to groundwater and its fluctuation with time. Once the vegetation/
hydrology relationship has been established for a particular area, it is possible to invert the
process and use wetland vegetation as an indicator of moisture or moisture change. Gurnell
and Gregory (1986) used this relationship to categorise a heathland catchment in the New
Forest in terms of storm runoff potential to use in hydrological models, whilstvan Diggelen
et al., (1991) monitored the effects of groundwater extraction on species distribution within
a wetland nature reserve. Remote sensing thus provides a permanent record of vegetation
change over time caused by changes in groundwater levels.

For applications in the UK, it will generally be necessary to use airborne remote sensing to
achieve the necessary spectral and spatial resolution for small-scale studies. Christensen et

al., (1988) successfully used aircraft multispectral scanner data for vegetation classification
for wetland change detection, and Shih (1990) used aerial colour infrared photographs for
locating artesian wells by the spectral reflectance of soils and vegetation around the wells.

Middle infrared radiation is strongly absorbed by the presence of moisture in soil and
vegetation, with water absorption at 1.45 and 1.95 micrometers. However, absorption by
atmospheric water prevents the use of these wavelengths for remote sensing, so the
intervening regions are used, the most common being those selected for LandsatTM bands
5 (1.55 to 1.75 micrometers) and band 7 (2.08 to 2.35 micrometers).

Musick and Pelletier (1986) carried out laboratory tests to establish whether band ratioing of
Landsat data would improve measurement of bare soil water content. The best results were
obtained with TM5/7 with good sensitivity to soil moisrairethroughout the moisture range.
Further work (Musick and Pelletier, 1988) showed that the effects of soil type were almost
eliminated by expressing soil moisture relative to field capacity. Everitt et at., (1987) used
an airborne video camera to study middle infrared reflection and found that wet soil, dry
crusted soil and dry fallow soil could be differentiated, the irrigated wet soil appearing
particularly dark as a result of water absorption. The technique should be usefulfor studying
local soil moisture anomalies such as the effectiveness of field drainage, water seepage,
irrigation etc, but as with visible/near infrared techniques, only the thin surface soil layer is
observed and the effects of changing soil roughness and illumination angle will restrict the
extent of comparative or temporal studies.

Current evidence as to the usefulness of mid-infrared reflectance for determining leaf water
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content as an indicator of soil moisture is inconclusive laboratory measurements by Ripple
(1986) showed that mid-infrared reflectance was governed primarily by leaf moisture content,
but he confirmed that soil reflectance was an important factor when leaf cover was less than
100%. Baret et al., (1988) found that mid-infrared reflectance was most influenced by the
geometry of the vegetation canopy whereas other studies have demonstrated a better
relationship with dry phytomass rather than actual leaf water content (Everitt et al., 1989,
Shibayama and Akiyama, 1989). Hunt and Rock (1989) concluded that indices derived from
near-infrared and mid-infrared reflectances were not sensitive enough to be applied to real
field situations and that thermal infrared sensing would have to be included as the only
practical methods of detecting water stress over large areas. Further work is required before
mid-infrared/vegetation/soil relationships are better understood.

Thermal infrared measures surface temperature which can best be related to soil moisture
via the thermal inertia method. Wet soil has a higher thermal capacity than dry soil so it
exhibits a smaller diurnal range of temperature, appearing cooler during the day and warmer
at night. Models to derive surface soil moisture and evaporation over bare earth and short
grass were developed during the European TELLUS project to test data from the Heat
Capacity Mapping Mission satellite (De Paratesi, 1981). Whilst the models performed
satisfactorily using aircraft thermal data (Rosema a aL, 1978) cloud cover proved the
impracticality of obtaining the necessary consecutive day/night thermal data from an orbiting
satellite. For bare soil, Schmugge a aL, (1980) found that the effect of surface evaporation
reduces the amplitude of the diurnal temperature cycle, thus complicating the calculation of
soil moisture when the soil surface is moist, but once the surface layer has dried, a good
measure of soil moisture within the 0-4 an layer is possible.

Because the remote sensing of bare soils is seasonally very restrictive, most applications of
thermal mapping have looked at vegetated surfaces to relateevaporation rates to available soil
moisture. Nieuwenhuis (1986) calculated evaporation of crops from aircraft thermal data and
derived soil moisture via SWATRE soil water model. As evaporation is crop dependent,
coincident visible/near infrared data was used for crop classification. This appears to be the
best approach for obtaining a quantitative measure of soil moisture using thermal remote
sensing.

Qualitative measures of the spatial extent of soil moisture anomalies have been widely
recorded using single flight thermal surveys. Low-cost thermal video cameras are available
in the UK for use in light aircraft (Stove et al., 1987) and thermal infrared linescanners are
operated by air survey companies. Clyde Surveys Ltd (1987) have produced a report
outlining the applications of thermal linescanner data for thewater industry and give examples
of field drainage surveys, waterlogged areas, spring detection, chemical discharges into
waterways, leaks from pipelines, etc. Although not essnitial, it is recommended that
coincident visible imagery is recorded with thermal surveys to aid interpretation of the data.
The combination of thermal and reflected radiation will provide a better indication of soil
moisture distribution than the use of either individually.

Active microwave or radar can achieve high spatial resolutions from both aircraft and
satellites, their backscattered signal being directly affected by die electrical propaties of soil
which is moisture dependent (Schmugge, 1990). For soil moisaire studies, satellite systems
are felt to be technically more suitable than aircraft because satellites are inherently more
stable than aircraft and their narrow radar beam width greatly reduces problans caused by
varying incidence angle. European aircraft experiments such as AGRISCATT (Blyth and
Andrews, 1990) have demonstrated the immaturity of aircraft radar, so such systems cannot -
yet be recommended for operational applications.



Becauseof their cloud-penetrating capability, satellite radarscan monitor landsurfacechanges
as frequently as the satellite orbit permits. Repetitive monitoring enablessoil moisture
changesto be studied whilst unwanted effects, such as those causedby variations in surface
roughness are reduced as they are largely time invariant. Although in a very early stage of
development, this is an area of great potential asa number of satellite radars will be launched
within the next 5 years. The first of thesewas the European ERS-1 satellite (Guyenne, 1989)
which was successfully launched in July 1991 and is now returning very high quality radar
images with a ground resolution around 25 m. Within the next 3 years, ground-based
experiments such as those being undertaken by Institute of Hydrology will determine the
utility of orbiting satellites for soil moisture monitoring. To make full useof this data for
hydrological monitoring it will be necessaryto develop better soil water models to allow
prediction of soil moisture conditions within the root zone from remotely sensed
measurements made within the top few centimetres of soil. Such development forms an
important part of the IH ERS-1 Special Topic studies.

(iv) Surface Temperatures

Land surface temperatures, obtained from the analysis of remotely-sensed images,have been
used in a number of relevant applications. These include the detection of heatlosses from
urban areas(Birnie et at, 1984), water availability for agricultural purposes(Cihlar, 1980),
the detection of frost hollows in fruit growing areas (Caselles and Sobrino, 1989), areal
estimates of evaporation (Carlson and Buffum, 1989), the detection of icy road conditions
(Thornes, 1989) and the mapping of areasof very low temperatures (Collier et at, 1989).

Estimating land surface temperatures from remotely-sensedimagespresentsgreaterdifficulties
than the estimation of sea surface temperatures. Whilst for the latter, it is generally only
necessaryto correct for atmospheric effects (see below); for the former variations in surface
emissivity, variations in land surface temperatures over one pixel (picture element), and
differences between air temperatures just above the land surface and actual land surface
temperatures all present problems.

Two regions of the electromagnetic spectrum have been used operationally for the
determination of surface temperatures; passivemicrowave and thermal infrared. Whilst the
microwave method overcomes the problem of cloud cover, complications dueto the presence
of snow and water bodies limit its applicability (McFarland a al., 1990), particularly for the
detection of frozen ground surfaces. Also, the ground resolution associatedwith passive
microwave imagery, typical pixel size 50 km, limits its application to global studies.

The thermal infrared technique for determining surface temperatures utilizes images in the
10.5 pm to 12.5 pm range. The most suitable images are those provided by the Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensoron-board the NOAA seriesof satellites.
These satellites have the potential to provide four images a day in four/five wavebands(two
visible,•one infrared, and one/two thermal), with a ground resolution of 1.1 km at nadir
(Lauriston et al., 1979). However, actualdata capture rates dependon prevailing cloud cover
conditions• ,NOAA_ data can be currently received and processedquickly, a few hours after
satellite overpass.

The detection of sea surface temperatures has beenone of the major applications of satellite
thermal remote sensing. For this, it is generally only necessary to correct the sea surface
brightness temperature, asgiven by the sensorson board the satellite, for atmospliat effects.
These are caused by absorption and scattering of radiation by particulate matter or gases
within the layer of atmosphere between the emitting surface and the sensor. The method of
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correction is based on the fact that, since these atmosphericeffectsvary with wavelengths,
the problem can be minimized. In the AVHRRsensoron the latest NOAAsatellites, the
original 10.5 - 12.5 urn channelhas been separatedintoa 10.5 - 11.5um and a 11.5 - 12.5
urn channel. Atmosphericcorrectionby the use of imagesin two suchbands is knownas the
'split-window' technique.

A major problem when attemptingto determine land surfacetemperaturesfrom remotely
sensed images is the effect of emissivity. Unlike waterbodies, for which the emissivityis
close to 1.00 with littlevariation, land surfacesexhibitlargevariationsin emissivity(Griggs,
1968). Neglectingthis variation may result in appreciableerrors in the estimatesof land
surface temperatures (Becker, 1987). A number of theoreticalformulationshave been
developed to solve the problem (see, for example, Beckerand Li, 1990; Wan and Dozier,
1989). Alternatively,derivedemissivityvaluesfrom ground-basedradiometersfor different
land surfaces may be used to correct the observedbrightnesstemperaturesover the area of
interest according to the distributionof land cover. Anotherapproach is to correct the
brightnesstemperaturesobservedby the satelliteusing measuredgroundor air temperatures
(McClatcheyet at, 1987). Bothof the latter techniquessufferfromthe factthat, whilstthe
ground observations are point values, the brightness temperaturesare avenged over a
considerablearea (1 sq km in the case of the AVHRRsensor).

(v) Land Cover

The mappingof land coveris probablythe mostwidelyusedremotesensingapplication.The
types of land cover that are identifieddepend, to a certainextent, on the type of image
involvedand on the particularapplication. For example,an ecologist'sperceptionof a land
cover classificationwouldbe very differentto that of a hydrologist's. For the latter, a land
cover classificationwouldconsistof open water, forestry,permanentgrassland,arable land
including temporary grassland, and urban areas. Such a classification, perhaps in
combinationwith a soils map, a digital terrain model, anda geologicalmap, couldbe used
to extrapolateresults from small plot studies to the catchmentscale. Such an approachfor
catchmentwaterbalancepurposeshas beendemonstratedbyRobertsand Roberts(1992),and
could be extended to estimatecatchmentchemical and sedimentlosses, provided that the
required data from small plot studieswere available.

Alternatively, land use classificationscould be used, againperhaps combinedwith other
classifications,to identifysuitableareas of study or to judgethe representitivityof existing
study sites. Anotherpossibilityis in the study of the effectsof land use change, where the
analysis of multi-temporalimages will give an indicationof the size of the areas affected.
As with all remote sensingapplications,the type of imageused dependson the spatialand
temporal requirementsof the particularapplication.

Aerial photographyprobablyremainsthe most widelyusedremote sensingmediumfor land
use mapping. Such photographsare widely available,are economicto buy, and have a
sufficientlyfine spatialresolutionto mapsmallfeaturese.gthe riparianvegetation,withinthe
area of interest. Disadvantagesof using aerial photographyinclude the manual effort
involved in digitising, the relativecoarsenessof the spectralresolutionwinnable by the use
of filters, the difficultyof convertingthe imageto digitalform, andhence the effort entailed
in transformingthe data to mapprojectionsor as input toa GeographicInformationSystem.
On the other hand, aerialphotographyis often a more ecotxmnicalway to providing'ground
truth' against which to calibrateother remotelysensed images,thanare groundsurveys.

Imagery from multispectral scanners in digital form has a number of advantagesover
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photographic products. In the first place, the scanners operate in distinct spectral regions
designed to highlight differences in the retlectances of land cover types. Also, since the data
are in digital form, they may be subject to detailed analysis using computer software written
specifically for this purpose. This includes image enhancement and the combination of
reflectances in different spectral bands. On this latter point, a very useful index for land
classification purposes is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). This is
basically the difference between reflectances in the near infrared and the red region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Green vegetation has a high reflectance in the infrared region and
a low reflectance in the red; for non-vegetated surfaces the reverse is true, so the NDVI is
an index related to crop cover.

There are two basic classification methods that can be used - unsupervised and supervised.
In the former, a clustering algorithm is used to divide the total population of picture elements
(pixels) in the area of interest according to their distribution in multispectralspace (Belward
a at, 1990), without any user input. The user must then decide how the resultant classes
relate to his perception of 'ground truth'. In a supervised classification (Schowengerdt,
1983), the user defines representative pixels of known land class; their mean spectral response
is then use to define the spectral properties of each class and 'unknown' pixelsare matched
and assigned to the most 'similar' class. A relevant example to IH of applying this latter
technique is ITE's land cover classificationof the whole of the UK. This is basedon Landsat
TM images, covers over 30 different land classes and is at 25 rn ground resolution.

A particularly relevant aspect of land cover to hydrology is the extent of urbanisation. The
change in catchment response to rainfall inputs following urbanisation has been the subject
of much research and has led to the development of predictive rainfall runoff models. These
vary in their complexity from simple techniques (Lloyd-Davies, 1906) through hydrograph
methods (Watkins 1962) to the more advanced models that are in general use (Colyer and
Petwick, 1976). Most of the latter include modules that calculate surface runoff for a given
rainfall intensity and duration. This depends on several catchment characteristics including
soil type, catchment wetness and, most importantly, the percentage of impervious surface
within the catchment. This latter parameter has usually been assessed, for a givencatchment,
using large scale maps, aided by on-the-ground surveys and the manual interpretation of aerial
photographs. However remotely sensed data has been used to assess this parameter and can
be considered a viable operational technique (Finch a al., 1989). The majorityof examples
have made use of the different spectral reflectance properties, usually in the visflile and near
infrared, of the various types of urban land cover such as roads, roof, and grass.

The application of remotely sensed data from satellites to mapping urban areaswas an early
use made of the data (Jackson a al., 1976) when it first became available at the beginning
of the 1970's with the launch of Landsat 1 carrying the Multispectral Scanner (MSS). The
percentage of impervious area was directly estimated from Isandut MSS datafor use in the
US Army Corps of Engineers STORM model (US Army Corps of Engineers 1976). The
comparison between measured storm discharges and those discharges sinmlated using a
conventional approach and the Landsat approach showed that the two simulations could be
equally good whilst the cost benefit of the Landsat approach was between 25:1 and 6:1.
Although estimates of impervious areas for incorporating in hydrological models continued
to be reported from the USA (Slack and Welch 1980, Ringo a at, 1983, Forster 1985) it
was pointed out that the spatial resolution obtained by space borne sensors was not really
appropriate (Welch 1982). A spatial resolution of at least 30 m is required for the USA
whilst even higher resolutions, at least 10 m, is needed fix Europe. Landsat KISS data has
a nominal spatial resolution of 80 m and, although it can reliably map urbanised areas of 5.
hectares or larger (Jackson a aL, 1980), it is not capable of the detail required for urban
rainfall-runoff models in the UK.
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Landsat 4 was launchedin 1982and carried a new instrument,the ThematicMapper (FM).
This provided remotely senseddata with a spatial resolutionof 30 m which achieved the

spatial resolution requiredfor the USA. It has alsobeenusedin Europe(RichterandSchultz
1988). However it was not until 1986and the launch ofthe FrenchsatelliteSPOT that a

spatial resolutionappropriateto the Europeanenvironmentwasavailable. Thesensorson the
SPOT satellite can provide data at 20 m spatial resolutionin three spectralbands or 10 m
spatial resolution in a single spectralband. The latter isbest regardedas akin to black and
white photography and so the amountof radiometric informationis limited. Multispectral
SPOT imageryhas beensuccessfullyusedto mapchangesinurban areasin southeastEngland
(Quarmbyand Cushnie, 1989)andmaybe appropriatetohydrologicalmodelsof urban areas

on a regional scale (Finchet at, 1989).

The method used to analysethe digitaldata from sensorshasbeen to classify eachpicture
element (pixel) into a single landuse class, such as road,grass, deciduouswoodland,roof.
The underlying assumptionwith this method is that the spectralradiancerecorded by the
sensor for that pixel correspondsto the spectral radianceof a pure land class. This is
frequently not so in practice as pixelsoften correspondtoa mixtureof land classesand this

is more likely to happen with coarser spatial resolutionsystems. Increasing the spatial
resolution can help to decreasethe number of mixed pixels. In additionthere have been
promisingattemptsrecentlyto estimatethe individualspectralcontributionsmadeby different
land classes within mixed pixels (Fisher and Pathirana, 1990). These methods are still
experimental but do offer the possibilityof improvingestimatesof the effects of different
urban land cover types using remotelysenseddata from satellites.

A source of high resolutionremotelysensed data from satellitesthat has recently become
available is from the Soviet spaceprogramme. The AmericanandEuropeancivilian space
programmes have reliedon systemsthatacquiredigitaldatathat istransmittedto earthwhilst
the satellite remains in orbit. The Soviets have used a system of cameras mounted in
satellites that are in low earth orbit. The entire satellitereturnsto earth to allowthe film to
be recovered and processed (Piskulin, 1989). The colourfilm can then be digitised for
computer processing. The KFA-1000systemhas a resolutionas high as 5 m that may be
useful for monitoring urban areas (VanGenderent, 1989).

Sensors mounted on aircraftprovidehighspatialresolutionthat hasbeenanalysedto provide
estimates of land cover in urban areas. Digital processingof aerialphotographshas been
described in several studies(Scarpaceand Quirk 1980,Downeyet at, 1989). High altitude
aerial photography, digitisedby a laser imagingprocessingscannerwas usedto estimatethe
percentage impervious area (Draperand Rao, 1986). Theestimateswere part of the input
to a hydrological model that used a single linear reservoir with a precipitation excess

equation. The results comparedwellwiththosederivedfromconventionalaerialphotograph
interpretation.

An alternative to aerial photographsare data from multi-spectralscanners mounted on
aircraft. Data from this kindof systemhasbeen used successfidlytoestimatethe percentage

impervious areas of urban catchmentin the UK (Fincha al., 1989). Nine catchments
contributingflow to individualdrains in a trunksewer wereexaminedat Kidlington,Oxford.
The remotelysenseddata, acquiredusinga Daedalus 1268AirborneThematicMapper, were
used to differentiatebetweenvegetatedandnon-vegetatedsurfacesandthesecomponentswere
classifiedto give areal estimatesof eachvegetationtype andthe areasof roof,realsandpaths
for inputinto the WASSPmodel(Departmentof the Environment1981). Theestimateswere
found to compare well with thosefrom a conventionalsurveyusinglarge scale maps, aerial.

photographs and on-ground survey particularly where the land cover was relatively
homogeneous.
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Water Quality

A numberof remotesensingtechniquescan be usedto measureparametersMatare directly
or indirectlyrelatedto water quality. For most freshwaterapplications,therelativelylow
spatial resolutionand uncertain coverageof satellitesensors limitstheir use,and airborne
surveysare likelyto be more applicable.

As withmost remotesensingtechniques,direct measurementsare limited, andgroundtruths
or predictivetechniqueshave to be used to providethe requiredparameter. One exception
to this is surface water temperaturewhich can be derivedfrom radiancesmeasuredin the
thermal infrared. For airborne sensors, the use of internaltemperature referenceplates to
calibrate the observed radiances will generally ensure relative accuraciesof 0.1°C and
absoluteaccuraciesof 0.3°C. In contrast,satelliteimageryhas to be carefullycorrectedfor
atmosphericeffects,and the resultingaccuracieslikelyto be lower. The mappingof surface
water temperatureshas manypossiblehydrologicalapplicationssuchas trackingsewageand
powerstationdischarges,the identificationof groundwatersources,and the mappingof lake
or coastal currents. The latter could equally be done by tracking floatingtargets using
multitemporalaerial photographyor visible/nearinfraredimagesfront airbornescanners.

. .
No comprehensivewayshaveyet been foundto measurethe levelsOfChemicalpollutantsin
water. However, images in the visible and near-infraredbands can be usedto determine
dissolvedorganiccarbon,suspendedmineralparticles,andtheconcentrationofphytoplankton
chlorophyll. These determinationsare based on characteristicreflectancesof the various
componentsin natural waters (see pages 4.4 to 4.5 of Briggsa at, 1991). In the case of
sediments,these reflectancesare very dependenton the typesof soil; informationregarding
this is required in order that accurate surveysmay be made. Sensorshavinghigh spectral
resolutionsuchas the MoniteqPII/FLIor CASIareveryusefulin thisrespect. The Compact
AirborneSpectrographicImager(CASI,seeAppendixI) willbe usedextensivelyonboardthe
NERC aircraftduring the courseof the Land Oceans InteractionStudy (LOIS)initiative.

Whenusing indirectremotesensingmethodsto derivewater relatedparameters,great care
mustbe taken to eliminateother contributoryfactors. An obviousexampleof this relevant
to waterqualitymodellingin the detectionof algaeas a surrogatefornutrientconcentrations.
In this case, it is necessaryto considerwhichnutrient,usuallyphosphorus,is limitingalgal
growth, and to 'normalize' the concentrationsof other nutrients. Also, it is necessaryto
considerthe temperatureand movementof the water. As with sedimentmonitoring,it is
necassary to collect and analyse water samples to provide ground truths for absolute
concentradondeterminationby remotesensing.

The simplestway of detecting algol growth by remote sensing is by utilizingthe green
chlorophyllreflectancepeak. This techniquecanonlybe usedfor relativelyhighchlorophyll
concentrationsunder clear sky conditions. Under more difficultconditions,a variety of
multi-bandalgorithmshave been devised that predict water quality parametersfrom the
relativechangein watercolour (page4-7 in Briggset al., 1991).

Other hydrologically-relevantparameters

Two vegetationparametersrelevant in particularto estimatesof evapotranspirationis albedo
and leaf area index. Albedo is defined as the ratio of the reflected to incomingsolar
radiation,and its determinationwill enablean estimateof the amountof solarenergy that is
availablefor evapotranspiration.A numberof investigationshavebeen conducted,but there
is, as yet, no effectiveway to remotelysense albedo. There are three mainproblems:-
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(a) Remote sensors collect only a small portion of light in the specific
electromagneticbands of the sensor. For the determinationof albedo, it is
necessaryto considerradiationover allportionsof the electromagneticspectrum.

(3) Remote sensors collect radiation only in the field of view of the instrument,
whereas light reflectedin all directionsneedto be estimated/measured.

(c) Corrections are required for the effects of the atmosphereon the reflectances
recorded by the sensor.

Studies are being conducted on methods to overcomethesedifficulties(see, for example,
Brest and Goward (1987)).

Leaf area index is normallyexpressedas a functionof theNormalizedDifferenceVegetation
Index(NDVI), the differencebetweenmeasuredreflectancesin the near infraredandred parts
of the electromagneticspectrum(Curranet aL, 1992). However,variationsin a numberof
environmental factors - solar angle, understorey vegetation, atmospheric conditions,
phenology - cause variability in the relationship, and it is generally necessaryto collect
'ground truths' and to develop site specific relationshipsbetween these and the remotely
sensed data.

A final hydrologically-relevantparameterthat maybe obtainedby remotesensingis altitude
though, for most purposes, this informationmay be obtainedfrom existingmaps. Whenno
maps are available, estimatesmaybe obtainedusing stereoimagesfrom the SPOTsatellite.
The highspatialresolutionof the sensoron board this satellitewill providevalueswitherrors
in the range 5-20 m in both the vertical and horizontalplanes.
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FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO THE SECTION

This chapter describes what facilities are available and what remotely sensed images may be
accessed by IH Remote Sensing Section. Reference will be made to the applications
described in the previous chapter and to 11-1requirements in the next chapter.

Image Analysis System

The section has access to an in-house analysis system, an PS (International ImagingSystems)
Model 75. This is hosted by a Micro-Vax, and is housed in room 43, directly beneath the
computer suite. The hardware consists of several VT2000 terminals, a colourmonitor, a D-
scan printer and a 35 mm camera for producing black-and-white and colour hardcopy outputs
from screen dumps, and a digitiser that can be used for maps/drawings up to A4 size. In
addition, larger maps or drawings may be digitized on the Calcornp 9100 andtransferred to
the system via the network. The image analysis software, System 600, providesa wide range
of routines. These include functions for geometric and radiometric transformations, image
inspection, classification, and analysis. Additional routines have been written by NERC
scientists and these are also available on the system.

The image analysis system can process remotely sensed images from all platform/sensor
combinations. In practice, most of the section's work in the past has concentrated on satellite
images from Landsat, Spot, AVHRR, Meteosat, and ERS-1, and aircraft images from the
Daedalus scanner and CASI used in the NERC aircraft campaigns. The final product,
whether a visual representation of an area, a classification, a calculated parameteror flux may
be given as a hardcopy as indicated above, or transferred as a raster file covering any
specified area at the required ground resolution. The file can then be used as input to other
applications such as models or GIS. High quality hard copies are possible by transfer to
plotters such as the Phase III or Versatec on the distributed computing systemat 114.

This system may be used for all the applications involving digital images exceptfor rainfall
estimates described in the previous and next chapter.

NERC Remote Sensing Archive and Airborne Campaigns

The section has free access to the NERC remote sensing archive at Keyworth. This contains
all the remotely sensed images, both satellite and airborne, that have been used in the past
within NERC. Although most of the images cover areas of the UK (the wholeof the UK has
been covered by at least one recent cloud free Landsat image), there are also images from
various overseas locations. A listing of all available images or, alternatively, for selected
areas can be obtained. IH Remote Sensing Section is compiling its own list of images used.

The section regularly acquires images over selected areas of the UK from the NERC airborne
campaigns. The cost of data from the airborne campaigns is covered from caxtral NERC
funds if the proposal has beakapproved by the steering commitux. However, it woWd also
be possible to commission data acquisition if there were sufficient funds from acommissioned
project.

Alternatively, the section has a modified aircraft door containing four camerahousings for
acquiring visible and near infrared aerial photographs (not thermal), and a housingfor a video
camera.
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ftiO Meteosat Receiver

The section has the capability for receiving and analysing real-time images from the Meteosat
satellite. This has recently been updated so that it is capableof dealing with images from two
different parts of the globe. One half of the system is being dedicated to providing half-
hourly cloud top temperatures over the UK for the next three years for Bob Moore's HYREX
project (see Appendix 2). Software exists for the estimation of convective rainfall from
Meteosat images using a cloud temperature threshold algorithm. Additional software may be
obtained or developed for the other proposed/possible requirements outlined in Appendix 2.

University of Dundee NOAA Receiving Station

Network access, via JANET, to the NERC satellite station at the University of Dundee has
been obtained. This will enable near real-time AVHRR images of western Europe to be
obtained at a nominal cost (to be decided). These can be analysed on the image analysis
system, for a number of hydrological applications.

Arc-Info Geographic Information System

The section has access to the workstation and PC version of the Arc-Info Geographic
Information system. This will facilitate the overlapping and comparison of remotely sensed
and other spatial data sets.

Stereo Photograph Viewer and Magellan Global Positioning Systems

The section has a stereo viewer for analysing aerial photographs. This is particularly useful
for delineating areas of interest such as water catchment areas, where the exaggerated vertical
scale enables the identification of catchment boundaries. The section has two Magellan GPS
receivers. These allow their location to be obtained, anywhere in the world. They are used
for obtaining accurate locations, either to transform images to the map projections, or to
locate other features such as boreholes. The accuracy obtaineddepends on the mode of use
but varies between 5 and 200 m.

NERC Equipment Pool for Field Spectroscopy

The section also has access to the NERC Equipment Pool for Field Spectroscopy based at
Southampton University. These instruments allow ground measurements of spectral
characteristics to be made. The section has a Milton spectroradlometer for similar, but broad
band, measurements.
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REVIEW OF THE III REMOTE SENSING NEEDS

This review was conducted mainly by one to one discussions with individuals following
consultation with Division and Section Heads. Prior to these discussions, a short note was
circulated outlining the expertise within the RS Section, the facilities available, and the type
of work that can be undertaken. In one instance, Flow Regimes Section, a presentation of
possible remote sensing applications was given to the section followed by a discussion of
possible future needs. All of the sections within IH with a possible interest inremote sensing
were covered though, in the time available, it was not possible to talk to everyone.
Nevertheless, it is felt that a good general picture of present and future needs has been
obtained.

The response from all the sections was extremely positive and frank, so that the findings can
form the basis of future work within the remote sensing section. Another gratifying aspect
is that a number of applications were initiated during the course of these discussions.
Although most of these were of a short term nature, two, in particular, have the potential to
be particularly beneficial to large ongoing commissioned studies.

The results of the review are given in Appendix H. They are shown by_Division and, within
each Division, by Section. For each possible application, the person concerned is indicated
and an index based on:-

1 = ongoing, 2 = proposed, 3 = speculative

The fmdings are summarised in Table 3 under general application headings and using the
index described above. They are split into UK and overseas applications, this is because of
the different degrees of availability/cost of images in the two situations (see previouschapter).
The rest of this chapter describes the responses for each general application and highlights
(underlines) areas where the remote sensing section are or should be involved. If necessary,
concept notes will be written to reinforce involvement in these areas.

Rainfall

The results of the review showed a large possible need for anal estimates of rainfall,
particularly fix large-scale overseas modelling purposes. As indicated in the previous
chapter, two Meteosat receiving systems are now operational, one of which willbe dedicated
to collecting cloud top temperatures over the UK at half hourly intervals over the next three
years under Bob Moore's HYREX project. ' r

i •

. This appliesparticularly
to those applications identified by the Land Use and Water Efficiency Section of the
Hydrological Processes Division (Appendix

Snow

The identification of the areal extent of snow and its parameters is not a major requirement
within III. There are, however, two positive overseas proposals, one under the BOREAS
study in Canada, and the other under the proposed TUNDRA project. The role of the

n i in • n . In the UK, there is a small
general interest for mapping snow extent for input to flood models. i I

i i in xi n f i w in
'm ir Y n 'n

i ver n n n w f
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interest.

Soil Moisture

There is a general interest in the distributionof near surfacesoil moisturefor bothoverseas
and UK applications. This is an applicationcurrentlyunder developmentin the remote
sensingsectionby Ken Blyth,as principalinvestigatorusingERS-ISyntheticApertureRadar
(SAR)under a NERC special topic. This special topicisscheduledfor completiontowards
the end of 1994; • i a • ear •n w n r • wi'n r w' hi . Complementaryto this research,

'v • • i is beingconsidered. On a more local scale, the 1993 NERC airborne campaignover Plynlimon,mainlydesignedto studythe distributionof near-surfacesoilmoistureby vegetationinference
has been postponed. It is expectedthat this will now takeplace inspring 1994.

Land Cover

The mapping of land cover for input to hydrologicalmodelsis a major requirementwithin
Ili. For the UK, most of these requirementsare for a general classificationfor relativelysmall catchment areas. Now that agreementhas been reachedwithITE for access to theirUK Landsat classification, it is envisagedthat future requirementsbe providedby access tothis data set, • • n

v r* i •

There are some instances that the ITE Landsatclassificationscannotbe used. This applies
particularly to the identificationof impervioussurfaceswithin urban areas. This is done
using high spatial resolutionaircraft imagery. • i •

E • i

	

i 'n . Another exampleof this is the proposal by the
Agrohydrology Section to identify variations in cereal yield within individualfields. A

' r
. This also applies to the clear-fellingin the Hafren Forest at

Plynlimon (Hydrochemistry Section); this will be done during the 1993 NERC airbornecampaign, now scheduledfor spring 1994.

Perhaps the mostpromisingapplicationfor UK landuse mappingisundertheLOISinitiative.
' • i

these needs.

For overseasapplications,Ill requirementsfor landclassificationswereequallygreat, ranging
from the small research catchment to the global scale. For the former, two significantapplications were initiated during the course of this review; these are the Landsat
classificationsof areas of Nepal(Water QualitySystems)andof Zimbabwe(Agrohydrology).. . .

WI
'n ' . h isanticipated that the availabilityfor spatial data sets, includingland cover, fix mmoscale

applications will increase, as new fi;wmulationsfor mesoscalehydrologicalnxidellingare
developed. i v i 'n

r P
c • rr 1 • r i . For global scaleapplications, it is anticipatedthatexistingdatasetswill mainlybe utilised,though_thesegyite

• n a I I 'n • 'n • r 'n
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An important aspect of land use in UK and overseas applications is land use change. Such
changes may be monitored by analysing multi-temporal remotely sensed imagery. in. .

'm
imin 'fi •

future research, with its important relevance to v r i
A tentative start has been made in this respect with the analysis of multi-seasonal Landsat
images of Savernake Forest in Wiltshire.

Surface Temperatures

Surprisingly, there seems to have been only a small response to the mapping of surface
temperature considering its success in various applications in the past. In particular, the
mapping of cold seawater currents has been used successfully by Jon Finch recently to
identify areas of groundwater discharge off the coast of Qatar. This is similar to the
application proposed by the Flow Regimes Section. The spatial variation in surface
temperature has been used extensively at IH in the past to give estimates of the areal
distribution of evaporation. • • •

n ' in

Aerial Photography

The analysis of aerial photography continues to be an important aspect of 1HRemote Sensing
Section's work. Current and future applications include the delineations of catchment. .boundaries by the analysis of stereo pairs (numerous examples),

r. and Flood and Storm Hazard), and i m

In conclusion, the review has highlighted a number of possible future research topics and
applications of remote sensing within IH. Although in some instances, it is difficultto decide
when research stops and applications begin, an attempt has been made below to list these
proposals under separate headings.

Research

Develop algorithms for the utilization of Meteosat images for the arealdistribution
of rainfall.

Continue and extend the ERS-1 microwave study on the distribution ofsoil moisture.

Determine the usefulness of passive microwave data for the distribution of soil
moisture on a global scale.

Research in providing estimates of albedo and leaf area indea.

S. Continue and extend studies of areal evaporation to larger areas and inputs to large
scale models.

6. The integration of land classifications based on AVHRR, I arvIc.itandSPOT imagay
for mesoscale modelling.
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Applications

Snow determinationsfor the BOREASand TUNDRAprojects.

Snowdeterminationfor the UK using METEOSATand AVHRRimages.

An advisory role in the use of the ITE Landsatclassifications.

A comparisonof urban areas from the ITE Landsatclassificationand results from
airborne campaigns.

A NERC aircraft campaignover BattleFarm, Benson.

Riparian vegetationmappingfor the LOIS initiative.

Further land classificationsof overseasareas, particularlyZimbabweand Nepal.

Advisory role on the acquisitionand interpretationof globaldata sets.

Analysisof multi-temporalLandsatMSS imagesof Zimbabweand Niger.

Acquisitionand analysisof multi-temporalaircraftimagesof Jersey.

11. The mappingof water extent and areas of floodingusing ERS-1 imagery.
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Table 3Finding of the IH remote sensing review

United Kingdom




Oveneas




AppricationfIndex 1 2 3 1 2 3

Rainfall 1




1 2 2 6

Snow




1 2 1 1 -

Soil Moisture 1 1 2 1 3




Land Cover 7 2 8 5 4 10

Surface Temperatures




1




1




Aerial Photographs 2 1 1 2 1 1
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Appendix I Remote Sensing Sensors

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) - NOAA

High Resolution Visible Imager (HRV) - SPOT

Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (VISSR) - METEOSAT

Thematic Mapper (TM) - LANDSAT

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) - ERS1

Daedalus AADS 1268 (ATM) - NERC Aircraft

Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager (CASI) - NERC Aircraft
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ACIOnyM : AVHRR

Full Name : Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer.

Platform : The NOAA satelliteseries.

Operator/Sponsor: NationalOceanographic& AtmosphericAdministration
(NOAA).

Country : USA.

Rood Monitoring.
Hydrological Modelling.
Chlorophyll Monitoring.
land Cover Mapping.
Snow Mapping.
Land SurfaceTemp:ranre.
Sea SurfaceTemperature.
CloudTempera's&

FrequencyRands: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
0.58-0.68 0.725-1.1 3.55-3.93 10.5-11.3 11.5-12.5um

Resolutions : 1.1km to4.61cm(Scanangle dependent).

Swath Width : 1600km.

Orbit (Height/Type): 833 - 870km: Sun-syrichronotm7.00am. & 2.00p.m. equator
crossingtimes.

Repeat Interval : c.1 day.

Launch Dale : 1978 - 1990s.

Further Details :
The NOAA satellitesarea seriesof weathersatellitesoriginallydesignedtoproducedoperationalweatherdata.

Hanison AR and Lucas RM, 1989, Multispectral Classification of snow using NOAA AVHRR
imagery. Int I. Remote Sensing 10 (4 & 5), 907-916.

Kite G. 1989, Using NOAA data for hydrologic modelling. Prot 1GARSS '89.Vancouver. BC,
Canada. vol 2. 553-557.

Stumpf RP and Tyler MA, 1988. Satellite detection of bloom and pigment distributions in
estuaries. Remote Sensing Enviroment 24, 385-404.

Tappen G. Horvath NC, Doraiswamy PC, Engman T and GossDW, 1983. Use Of NOAA-n satellites
for land/water discrimination and flood monitoring. NASA-AgRISTAR Report
EW-L3-01394.
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Acronym: HRV

Full Name: High Resolution Visible Imager.

Platform: SystemeProbatoutd'Obsavationde laTare (SPOT).

Operator/Spcnsor: CentreNationaldEtudesSpatiales.

Country: France.

FrequencyBands:

SurfaceWaterMapping.
TopographicMapping.
OperationalLandUseStudies
InventoryMonitoring.
Rood Monitoring.

I.2.3.1.
0.5-0.4un 0.6-0.7pm 0.78-0.9pm0.51-0.73iun
—Multispectral Mode  Panchromatic Mode

Resolutions: 20in 20m 20m • 10m

SwathWidth: 110km.(2x60kmswathswithoverlap)

Orbit (Height/Type): Sun-synchronous.

RepeatInterval: 26days(2.5days withoff-nadirviewing).

LaunchDate: 1986

nutria Details:
The SPOTsatellites payloadincludestwoHRVinstrumentswhichcan bothbe orientedacrosstrackby 4-or -

27 degreesso as to producesteieoscopicimagesof a givenscenefromsubsequentorbitgan importantaid in the
productionof high-resolutiontopographicmaps.

Aekleson SG. Klernas V, McKim /11. and Mary CJ„1985. A comparison of SPOT simulator data with
Landsat MSS imagery for delineating water masses In Delaware Bay, Broadkill
River and adjacent wetlands Plsotogram. Eng. Remote Sewing SI, 1123-1129.

Cogan DJ and Dowman U , 1988. Topographic mapping from SPOT imagery. PAaograns. Eng. Remote
Sensing 54. 1409-1414.
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Acronym: VISSR

FullName: Visible & Infnred Spin Scan
Radiometer.

Platform. Meteosat.

Op:rater/Sponsor: EuropeanSpaceAgency(ESA).

Cotmtry: WesternEurope.

OperationalWeatherData
Real-timeStormMonitoring.
SevereStormWarning.

FitquencyBands: 1. 2. 3.
0.4-1.1tun 5.1.7.urn 10.5-123p.m

Resolutions: 2.5km 1.0km 5.0km

SwathWidth: EntireEarthDisc.

Orbit(Height/Type): 36000km,Geostanonary.

ReptatInterval: 30 Minutes.

Lunch Date: 1978

FurtherDetails:
A similar,2-bandinstnunentis includedin thepayloadsof theAmericanGOES(GeostaticnaryOperational
EnvironmentalSatellite)seriesof weathersatelliteswhichhavebeatinoperationsince1975.

HardyS. Dugdale G. MilfordJR, SutcliffeJV, 1989, The ase a satellite-derived rainfall estimates
as inputs to flow prediction in the River Senegal. New Directions for Surface
Water Modeling. Pn:c. of the Baltimore Symposium,May 1989. IAHS PublicationNo. 181,
p23-30.

Snuders FL, 1991, Rainfall monitoring based on Meteosat data • A comparison of techniques
applied to Western Sahel, Int. J. RemoteSensing,12. 1331-1347
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Acmnym : TM

Full Name : Thematic Mapper.

Platform : Landsat.

Operalor/Sponsor: EOSAT/NASA.

Country : USA.

Drainage Basin, ChannelandSnow Mapping.
SuspendedSedimentMonitoring.
HydrogeologicalResearch.
Vegetation,Crop andLandUseInventories.
Flood Monitoring.

FrequencyBands:
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.
0.45-0.52pm 0.52-0.60pm 0.63-0.69pm 0.76-0.9011m 1.55-1.75dm 10.4-12.5pm 2.08-2.35dm

Resolutions: All 30rn except band6 whichis 120in.

Swath Width : I85km.

Orbit (Height/Type) : 705km; Sun-synchronous,9.30am node.

RepeatInterval : 16days.

LaunchDam : 1972-1990s.

Further Details :
Landsatsatellitesalsocany a muldspecoalscanner(MSS) which hasa resolutionof 80m.

Dozier J and Marks D, 1987, Snow mapping and classification from Landsat Thematic Mapper.
Ann. Glacial. 9, 97-103.

France MJ and Hedges PD, 1986, A Hydrologic comparison of Landsat TM, Landsat MSS and
black and white aerial photography. Symp. on Remote Sensingfor Resources
DevelopmentandEnvironmentalManagement. Enxhede. The Netherlands,717-720.

Kaufman H. Reichan B and Hotzl H. 1986, Hydrogeological research In Peloponnesus karst area
by support and completion of Landsat-thematic data. Proc IGARSS '86 Symp.,
Zunch 8-11 September 1986. ESA SP 254. 1, 437-441.

Ritchie JC, Schiebe FR and Cooper CM, 1984, Use of Landsat TM data to monitor suspended
sediment in agricultural impoundments. Proc.3rd Australasian Remote Sensing
CooL.Queensland,Australia. Organising CoffunitteeLandsat84, Brisbane.Australia, 79-87.
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Acronym: SA It

FullName: Synthetic Aperture Radar.

Platform: ERS-1.

Opernor/Sponsor: EuropeanSpaceAgency(ESA).

Country: WesternEurope.

FloodMonitoring.
Soil MoistureEstimation.
CcastalOceanStudies.
IceStudies.

FrequencyBands: Cband.

Resolution: 30•30m(inwindmode).

SwathWidth: 100km.

Orbit(Height/Type): 785km;Sun-synchronotts;1030amequatorcrossingtime.

RepeatInterval: 3days.(Possiblechangesto 17and35days)

launch Date: 1991

FurtherDetails:
TheSARis carriedas partof ERS-1'sActiveMicrowaveInmument(AMI). TheShuttleImagingRadars,SER-
A and-B,arefurtherexamplesof satellite-bceneSARsystemswhichhaveteen successhdina =fiber of water
scienceapplications.

Fut= satellite-brae SARsystemswill includethoseon boardtheplannedIERS-1(Japan)andRadarsat
(Canada)dueforlaunchin 1994and1995,respectively.

Lowry RT, LanghamET and Mudry N. 1981, A preliminary analysis of SAR mapping of the
Manitoba Flood, May 1979. Satellite Hydrology,AmericanWaterResearch
Association.MinneapolisMN,316-23.

WangJR. EngmanET, Shiue IC, RuzekM andSteinrneierC. 1986, The SIR-B observationsof
microwave backscalter dependence on soil moisture, surface roughness and
vegetation covers. IEEETrans . GEOSCI.Remote Sensing. GE-24, 510-516.

Alpers W, 1983, Imaging ocean surface waves by synthetic aperture radar - a review. In Allan
TD (Ed.),Satellitemicrowaveremotesensing. Ellis Horwood,Chichester.107-119.
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Acronym : ATM.

Full Name : Airborne Thematic Mapper.
(Daedalus AADS 1268.)

Platform : the;NERC Aircraft

Operator/Sponsor: DaedalusEnterprisesInc. (US).
GlobalEarth SciencesLimited (UK).

Country : US/Europe.

• Water ResourcesManagement
Pollution Studies.
LandCoverClassificationandInventories.
Flood Delineation.

FrequencyBands: 11 bandsincluding the samewavelengthsas LandsatTM
(SeeProfile Number 5).

Resolutions : —1mto20m (Altinule dependent)

Swath Width : 72 degrees.

Further Details :
AADS 1268 (ATM) isone of a well-establishedseriesof Daedalusline scannersystems.Within thebroad
applicationsmentionedabove,thesesystemshave,for example, been usedin EnvironmentalImpact studies,
Effluent Mapping, PollutionMonitoring in Waterways,Pipeline Leak Detection,RiverCurrentstudiesand
Ship Traffic Monitoring.

Daedalus Enterprises Inc., Airborne Thematic Mapper AADS 1268. PO Box 1869. Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 48106 USA.

Cunan PJ, Hansom JD, Plummer SE, and Pedley MI, 1987 Multispectral remote sensing of
nearshore suspended sediments: A pilot study, Im. J. RemoteSensing, 8, 103-112.

Davies PA, Charlton JA BethuneGHM, and McDonald LM. 1985, The application of remote sensing

techniques to the monitoring of a sea outfall system. Int. J. Remote Sensing, 6
(6), 967-973.

SeealsoreferencesunderInstrumentProfdeNumber5.
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Acronym : CASI.

Full Name : Compact Airborne Spectrographic
Imager.

Platform : Airborne; NERC Aircraft

Operator/Sponsor ITRES Research.

Count!), : Canada

Water Quality Analysis.
Chlorophyll Concentration Mapping.
Vegetation StressAssessment.

Frequency Bands : Mode 1: Full Sp:cual': 288 bands: 0.4-0.9pm

Mode 2: 'Full Spatial': 8 bands 0.4-0.9um

Resolutions : Im to 10m (Altioxle and No. Bands dependent)

Swath Width : 1bn. (2m resolution)

Operational Altitude : 2000m.

Further Details :
lbe CASI insuument employs a 288 by 612 two-dimensional detectorarray which avoids any needfor scanning

optics: the array simply moves with the platform, operating in a so-called 'push broom' mode.

The CASI's specifications and applications are a development of tbe earlier airborne multistectral radiometer,

PMVFLI (Programmable Multispectral Imager/Flucrescence Line Scanner), operated by Moniteq Limited.

Borstad GA, and Hill DA, 1989, Using visible range imaging spectrometers to map ocean

phenomena. Proc. SP1E vol 1129. AdvancedOpdcal Instrumentation for Remote Sensing

of the Earth's Surface from Space. Paris, France,27-28 April, p130-136.

Gower JFR, Borstad GA, Gray Lit and &lel, HR. 1988. The fluorescence Line Imager: High-

resolution imaging spectroscopy over water and land. Proc. 4th Int. Colloq. on

Spectral Sigantures of Objects in Remote Sensing.Aussois, France, ESA SP-287. p273-278.
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Appendix H The Results of the Remote Sensing Review

I. ENVIRONMENTAL HYDROLOGY DIVISION

Water Quality Systems
Agrohydrology
Hydrological ModelIing
Hydrochemistry
Experimental Catchments

2. ENGINEERING HYDROLOGY DIVISION

Climate Change Impacts
National Water Archive
Hydrologic GIS
Flow Regimes
Flood and Storm Hazard
Distributed Modelling
Urban Hydrology

3. APPLICATIONS RESEARCH AND POLICY DIVISION

(i) Water Resources Systems

4. HYDROLOGICAL PROCESSES DIVISION

Global Processes
Sustainable Dry Land Use
Land Use and Water Efficiency
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ENVIRONMENTAL HYDROLOGY

W r all

AJ(1) Landsat classificationof areasof Nepal(GarethRoberts). The classificationto be
used to determine the representivityof a numberof researchcatchmentsand to
extrapolatewater qualityand sedimentloss resultsto largerareas.

Agrohydrolonv

CHB(1) The identification of catchment boundaries in Zimbabwe using aerial stereo
photographs (GarethRoberts).

• CHB(1) Land classificationof Zimbabwecatchmentstoadvise on land managementissues
(Jon Finch).

CHB(3) Weekly rainfall totalsover Zimbabwefrom Meteosat.

CHB(3) Identificationof waterloggedareas to determinerice growingin reservoirs/tanks
eg. in Sri Lanka, and for determiningsuccessof soil erosion deterrents using
ridges.

RJW(3) Land-use of UK to extrapolateresults from processstudiesof insecticidelosses.

CHB(2) Proposal for a NERCairborneflightover BattleFarm, Bensonto ascertain,with
field surveysand data from the farmer, contributingfactorsfor variationsin cereal
yields as a result of variationsin hydrologicalparameters.

in

RJM(1) High resolution rainfall forecastsover south westBritain as part of the HYREX
project. Meteosatimagesreceivedat 111in theform of cloudtoptemperaturesat
half hour intervals(JonFinch)areused with weatherradarand climatestationdata
in a simplified dynamicmodelof a cloud columnto forecastrainfallon a 2 km
space grid at 15 minuteintervals.

RJM(1) Land classificationsfor selectedcatchmentsfromLandsatimages(GarethRoberts).
These are used in distributedflood forecastingmodels formulatedon the weather
radar 2 km grid. The urbanfractionis used to introducea partial imperviousarea
controllingrunoffproductionwhilstdifferentevaporationformulationscan be used
for thrested and grasslandareasin modelwaterbalancecalculations.

Hydrochemistrv

CN(1) Needs estimationsof theextentof forestrypractices- clearfellingandafforestation
- to model catchmentstreamflowlosses mainlyin the Plyalimonarea but may be
eatended to other partsof the UK. The NERCairbornecampaignover Plynlimon
will be used to enhanceLandsatclassificationsoftheclear fellingwithinthe Hafren
forest (Gareth Roberts).
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JAH(2) Determinationof snowparametersfor NRA fundedprojectwithRM.

JAH(l) Arealdistributionof soil moisturefor detectingcontributingareasduringlow flow
conditions. This maybe obtainedby analysingthe NERCaircraftimages.

GILL(2) Channelcharacteristics(bankerosion)usinglowlevel colouredaerialphotography.

GILL(2) Determinationof riparianvegetationusingimagesfrom theCASIscanneron board
the NERCaircraftunder the LOISinitiative. Also, possibleuse ofmulti-temporal
Landsat imagesfor changesin land use.

JA11(1) Landsatclassificationof the upperTees (GarethRoberts).

	

KG(1) NorfolkWetlandsclassificationsusingLandsatimagery(GarethRoberts).

KG(1) New forest plantationsin the Wye catchmentusing aerial photography(NERC
airborne campaign).

RCH3) Snowcover in variousScottishcatchmentsin relationto altitudeandaspect. This
could be done using real time Meteosat and near real time AVEIRR(1 km
resolution)images.

RCJ(3) Multi-temporalland classificationsfor various catchmentsin Scotlandkir natural
forest regenerationand clear fellingused for modellingsuspendedsediment.

RCJ(2) Landclassificationsof 4 RiverBasins- 1ginNepal, 1In Bhutan,and2 in India, for
relating river chemistryand biologyto land use, soils, geology,etc. The proposal
is under considerationof fundingby the CEC and ODA.
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ENGINEERING HYDROLOGY

limate han m ac

Requirement for inputs to large scale (50 km by 50 kmgrid cell) hydrological models.
Remote sensing possibilities:-

NWA(3) Daily rainfall data from Meteosatover east Africaand Europe.

NWA(3) Vegetationindices(NDVI, forestry/non-forestry)for East Africaand the wholeof
Europe. These are likelyto be obtainedfrom existingdatasets andare to be used
in evaporationformulationsdevelopedin the HydrologicalProcesses Divisionof
IH.

in IW er

IGL(3) Rainfall inputsto large overseascatchments- regressingarealextentof cold cloud
temperatures to runoff records. Liaison with David Grimes, Department of
Meteorology, Universityof Reading.

IGL(3) Possibility of applying IHACRESto Plynlimonusing catchmentcharacteristics
(vegetation, contributing areas) obtained during the NERC 1993/94 airborne
campaign.

Hydrologic GIS

NAR(3) Interested in stronger ties betweenRemote SensingSectionand spatialdata base.
In particular, need to evaluate the ITE land classificatione.g. the extent of
urbanisationobtainedfrom aircraft imagery.

now regimes

AG(3) Studies of the developmentof low flows on land use, particularly extent of
urbanisation and water bodies, in the UK. Willprobably utilize the 1TE land
classification,but may need land use changeandmore localisedclassificationfor
selected catchments.

ARY(2) Stream temperaturesin the Lambourncatchmentfrom the NERC 1994(?)airborne
campaign. Joint proposal with BGS (HelenJones)to studyaquifer recharge into
the Lambourn.

Areal evaporation estimates in Zimbabwe required for drought monitoring
purposes. Beingdone in collaborationwith JohnStewart.

NormalizedDifferenceVegetationIndex for southernAfricato be obtainedfrom
NUTIS.

AG(3) Need a land classificationfor WesternEurope,particularlyFrance anclGermany.
Will probably be obtainedfrom existingdata sets.
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A6(3) Rainfall rates over mountainous regions e.g. the Philippines.

rm

DWR(3) Stream drainage networks digitized from aerial photographs used for comparison
with networks generated from a DTM and from digitizing maps. The latter tends
to underestimate the true network whilst the DTM takes no account of soils or
geology.

DWR(3) Estimates of the areal extent of rainfall over GCM squares using different scales
of input data. Initial work will be confined to the HYREX data sets, but may
possibly use additional data from the Meteosat receiver.

Di ri lin

PSN(3) Input parameters for large scale catchment (> 10,000 sq km) models initially in the
UK but possibly overseas in the future. Will probably use existing spatial data
sets, with a possible need for the areal extent of snow.

PSN(3) Rainfall/runoff modelling for flood events and sediment losses in the UK under the
LOIS initiative. Will probably use existing spatial data sets, notably the rrEland
classification.

PSN(3) Large scale soil moisture distributions.

Urban hydroloev

JCP(l) Identification of urban areas. Inter-comparison of various urban classifications
including digitized large scale maps, analysis of aircraft and satellite remotely
sensed images, and ground surveys. Also, an interactive urban classification of
remotely sensed imagery based on shapes would be of interest.
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APPLICATIONS RESEARCH ANDPOLICY

RBB(3) Estimating shallow groundwaterrecharge in aridzones. Spatialrainfallinputs to
the area of interestby Meteosatimagesusing thealgorithmappropriateto the type
of rainfall and area. Spatial variation in shallow groundwaterrecharge by
vegetation inference using multi-temporalimagesfrom high resolutionsatellite
sensors such as Landsatand SPOT. Such an applicationhasalreadybeen done by
Jon Finch for areas of Botswana.

RBB(3) Detection of changes in agriculture from traditional methods using shallow
groundwater (spate) irrigation to more recent pumped irrigation from deep
groundwatersources. This maybe achievedbytheanalysisof multi-temporalhigh
resolution images, as traditional methods produce only seasonal crops whilst
pumped irrigation can, in theory, lead to all year agricultural production.
Associatedwith pumpedirrigationis the problemof soil salination,and it may be
possible to detect the onsetof this by vegetationinference.

RBB(3) Updating inventoriesof boreholelocationsusingaerial photographs.

RBB(3) Determinesources of pollutionby monitoringthequalityof watercoursese.g. the
occurrence of blue-greenalgaeas a result of nitrateand phosphorusrunoff from
agricultural areas. The analysisof multi-temporalaircraft photographs/imagesto
determine the effectsof alleviationschemes.

RBB(3) Shallow groundwaterdischarge(low flow springsand vegetation/soilindicatorsof
shallow groundwaterin sabkhas).

JRB(2) Field by field classificationof Jersey by aerial photographyat a numberof times
in a year. Estimateshavebeenprovidedby KenBlythusingthe III aircraft door.
The classificationto be usedto extendSVATfunctionsforvariousvegetationtypes
over a large (wholeof Jersey?)area.
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HYDROLOGICAL PROCESSES

Global processes

CRL(1) Vegetationpatterns (1 m resolution)in a 1000m by 1000in squaresurrounding
the towers in Niger. This has already been digitized and now needs to be
registered to a base map and transferred to the appropriatedata base (Gareth
Roberts/JonFinch).

CRL(2) Surfacepondingandsnowcoverat fineresolution(aircraftimages)requiredfor the
Tundra project. Also, there is a possibilityof using the IH aircraftdoor, though
technicaldifficultiesmake this unlikely.

RIH(1) Convectiverainfall(mm/day)and landuse mapsof westAfrica fromAVHRRand
Landsatimages. The two spatialdatasetsto be integratedto producesoil moisture
distributionsfor mesoscalemodelling. The rainfall estimatesarebeing obtained
from ReadingUniversitywhilstthe land use estimatesare beingdone at IH (Jon
Finch).

RJH(1) The identificationof snow for mesoscalemodellingin the BOREASstudy in
Canada. Varioussnow parameters- water equivalent,density, variationof snow
depth- requiredovergrid squares. JohnStewartto coordinateHIRemoteSensing
Section's role.

RIH(2) Areal extent of snow cover and its relation to altitude, aspect andtype of slope
(concaveor convex)for floodforecastingover the UK.

RJH(3) Various vegetationparameters - percentagevegetationcover, leaf area index,
albedo, canopy roughness - for input to Soil VegetationAtmosphereTransfer
Functions. GarethRoberts to coordinatewhenmore concreteproposalsappear.

IRW(3) Quantifyseasonalandspatialvariabilityof tropicalforestalbedo. Groundtruthall-
wavealbedoavailable. Also,possibilityof addingnarrowband satellitesimulators.

IRW(3) RainfalldistributionwithinGCMgrid squaresover the AmazonBasin.

aina I

IMR(3) Land classificationsof limitedregionsof the AmazonusingLandsatand SPOTto
determinehowvegetationdifferences,soilmoisturedifferencesandhencemoisture
stress varies with topography.

Degradationprocessesin Zimbabwe.Needto integratelanduse (JonFinch), soils,
a digital terrainmodel, andgeologyintoa GeographicInformationSystem. Also,
an interest in temporalvariationsin landuse and rates of degradation_This may
be obtainedmost cheaplyby utilizingLandsatMSSimagesif the spatialresolution
(80 m) is consideredadequate.

Needto integratea digital terrainmodel,a landclassification,geology,and extent -
of irrigated area for groundwaterrecharge estimates in Crete. The first mo
parameters will be provided elsewhere,but there are possibilitiesof 113Remote
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Sensing Section contributing to the extent of irrigated area either through multi-
temporal ERS-1 microwave imagery (Ken Blyth) or via vegetation indices from
Landsat or SPOT (Jon Finch/Gareth Roberts).

MGH(2) Hydrological process studies in Amazonia within the Larnbada - Baterista
experiment. Remote Sensing could provide the soil moisture distribution,
streamflow contributing areas, and land cover, includingland use change. Initially,
remote sensing would be used in the site selectionprocess, and subsequently for
scaling up from the small basin studies. A study proposal, including a remote
sensing input, is currently under discussion withinIH.

MGH(1) Classification of West Wood, Savernake Forest using multi-temporal Landsat
images (Gareth Roberts). The classification willbe compared with the information
obtained from a Forestry Commission compartment map to determine whether it
is possible to differentiate between tree species, age, and condition. This is really
a test of the method, to see whether deciduousness can be readily detected; in
Amazonia, this may be very subtle.

RR(3) The areal distribution of near-surface soil moisture for agricultural scheduling-
irrigation, ploughing, and planting. Also, together with surface temperature, to
provide an areal distribution of actual evapotranspiration using a two layer model.

SJA(3) Desertification in the Sahel - changes in time couldbe determined by the analysis
of multi-temporal remotely sensed imagery. LandsatMSS, 80 m resolution, would
seem to be the best option.

Land d at r

HMG(2) Water balance studies in Africa. For Lake Malawi, spatial rainfall inputs to be
provided by James Milford, Reading or in-houseby Jon Finch (estimates of costs
involved have been made). Vegetation cover (forest/non-forest) to be provided
possibly from existing data sets (Department of Geography, Reading). It is
possible that extended land cover will be required for some sub-catchments.
Similar requirements will be required for modelling the Zambezi.

HMG(2) Real time management of water resources in southern Africa. Joint proposal
between IH, NRI (Jim Williams), and Reading University. Possible role for LH
Remote Sensing Section in estimating areal distribution of rainfall. John Stewart
to coordinate.

MR(1) The spatial distribution of near surface soil moisture in particular over the River
Ock catchment at Abingdon. Of particular relevance are the areasof grassland
based on existing Landsat images at III (Gareth Roberts), and Ken Blyth's work on
ERS-I microwave images, involving two instrumented sites under grassland at
Newbury and Lechlade. Also, a general interest in the results of the NERC
airborne campaign over the grassland areas of Plynlimon.

MR(1) A requirement for a catchment boundary for theCoalburn catchment using stereo
aerial photographs. Gareth Roberts to provide once the photographs have been
obtained.

JDC(I) Estimates of the spatial variation in rainfall, vegetation, and soils in Niger for
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inputs to calculations of aquifer recharge. Jon Finch to provide thenecessary data.
Similar data will be required for India if the Western Ghats project gets underway.
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